
NO CRITICAL THINKING IN TEXAS SCHOOLS

Then too, there are specific types of critical thinking that are characteristic Research from cognitive science shows that
thinking is not that sort of skill. Political Community Organizing in Texas Schools - We believe neither.

It's official: The Republican Party of Texas opposes critical thinking. The program stresses that children are
not allowed to fail, so they might be given the same test or report over and over until they do the work
satisfactorily. One campaign manager told me that getting a mostly false rating from Politifact was the best
thing that could have happened to him, because he got to spend weeks 1 rebutting them via press releases and
2 raising funds because he'd proved them wrong. This is not to say that there are not portions of the Texas
Republican Party Platform that are perfectly reasonable. One of our eagle-eyed readers emailed us to point out
this unbelievable passage in the RPT platform , as adopted at their recent statewide conference. Sadly, this is
just one of 30 pages of head-in-the-sand, pretend-the-Enlightenment-never-happened thinking from the state's
dominating party. That's right, drones, and it's part of their official platform. Note, too, that the second point
above regarding balanced budgets is based on a false premise, i. S and replacing it with a national sales tax
collected by the States. The fringe right of the GOP which, increasingly, has become its mainstream after
driving out its center and moderates has spent years spinning an intricate conspiracy theory that public schools
are thinly veiled Stalinist re-education camps. That is in no small part why the testing industry rubs its hands
in glee whenever this kind of statement appears. But here's where Politifact missed the point. That would be
very unwise. This begs the question, who is really aiming to force their beliefs on our children, Texas schools
or Texas Republicans? Its "Knowledge-Based Education" plank said, "The primary purpose of public schools
is to teach critical thinking skills, reading, writing, arithmetic, phonics, history, science, and character â€¦ We
oppose Outcome-Based Education OBE and similar programs. And so what if a child's "fixed beliefs" are
challenged? Rather than testing students on facts learned by rote memorization, they said, it required children
to demonstrate that they had learned to analyze the material. Case in point: Do Texas Republicans really
oppose critical thinking? Therefore, depending on the time and place when we decide to stop challenging ideas
and meekly accept what we are told, we might thereafter and forever be racists, sexists, communists, fascists,
democrats, capitalists, Christians, Buddhists, Lutherans, geocentrists, pacifists, Wiccans, or whatever the
prevailing views of that day were. Methods of implementing outcome-based education include awarding
group grades instead of individual grades and eliminating honors programs. Were its recommendations
implemented, the US would resemble a third-world country with a cheap, uneducated workforce and a
massive gap between rich and poor. Could it be that the Texas GOP has shown its paternalistic streak a little
too overtly? Why does the GOP care about any of this stuff? I want to explain how things work, not what you
should believe. In the Lexis newspaper archive and on the web, we saw a dozen news stories and opinion
pieces from as many states -- Texas included -- describing public concern about the new approach. Check out
this Fox News story from  Debbie Riddle, R-Tomball, advising teachers to sneak bits of the Book of Proverbs
into their teaching plans. If those beliefs can't withstand a challenge or two, they are blind dogma, and deserve
to be challenged. So what the heck is it? Furthermore, the most significant finding in the literature over the
years has been that teacher quality is the absolute, number one factor driving student attainment. Even a
cursory reading of their platform makes it very clear that this is precisely what Texas Republicans believe and
what those concepts and values are. If you actually teach real critical thinking â€” of the kind that the
Founding Fathers and their fellow sons of the Enlightenment would support â€” than you understand the world
better. Casting the nomination of Ted Cruz for U. Following the lead of a July 6, , Chronicle of Higher
Education blog post on the Texas platform fracas, we looked back to the platform. Teachers and students
should be able to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these theories openly and without fear of retribution
or discrimination of any kind. It is anything but pragmatic. Now more than ever, we need your support to
continue supplying Austin with independent, free press. Now more than ever, we need your support to
continue supplying Austin with independent, free press. Why exactly Politifact went after Collins, whose
column was mostly about Ted Cruz's golf-related conspiracy theories , evades understanding. Mainstream
media weighed in, too. Their 'fact checking' concentrated on outcome based education, a school of educational
thinking championed by sociologist Bill Spady. In addition, they believe that the Federal Reserve system
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should be abolished and that the US should return to the gold standard: Our founding fathers warned us of the
dangers of allowing central bankers to control our currency because inflation equals taxation without
representation. While I am hardly in agreement with everything forwarded by the Democrats and have taken
aim at President Obama on a number of occasions, especially with respect to his desire to balance the federal
budget , it is difficult to believe that what the Republicans put together during their convention in Fort Worth
was even written in the 21st century.


